
QUANTUM MONTE CARLO PREDICTION OF VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY SHIFTS FOR CO�(p-H2)n CLUS-TERSHUI LI, ROBERT J. LE ROY and PIERRE-NICHOLAS ROY,Department of Chemistry, University of Water-loo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada.Sine para-H2 moleules are spin zero bosons (like 4He atoms) they might also show super�uid behavior at low temperatures. Results ofreent spetrosopi studies of moleules embedded in helium droplets suggests that a new route for investigating super�uidity of para-hydrogen (p-H2) would be to onsider p-H2 lusters doped with a single hromophore moleule (suh as CO, CO2, N2O, or OCS). Highresolution infrared spetra of CO in (H2)n luster have been studied by the MKellar and oworkers,a who observed R(0) transitionswhih have been assigned for n up to 9 for b-type transitions and to n= 14 for a-type series, with the help of reptation Monte Carlosimulations. Reently, Raston and oworkers indiretly determined band origin shifts for C-O strething in small lusters with n up7.b Suh studies stimulated our efforts to predit vibrational frequeny shifts for larger lusters, and to perform ritial omparisonsbetween experimental and theoretial shifts in smaller lusters.Prediting vibrational band origins shifts requires a potential energy surfae whih depends on the monomer vibrational oordinate(s).We reently determined a �ve-dimensional `Morse/Long-Range' potential energy surfae for CO-H2 whih expliitly depends on theC-O vibrational oordinate, and also inorporates the orret angle-dependent inverse-power long-range behaviour. We have now usedthis new potential in quantum Monte Carlo simulations to predit both the rotational dynamis and the shift of the C-O band origin forCO doped in p-H2 lusters, in order to provide de�nitive theoretial evidene regarding whether super�uidity ours for p-H2 lusterdoped with CO, and if so, at what luster size it begins.a S. Moroni, M. Botti, S. De Palo and A.R.W. MKellar, J. Chem. Phys. 122, 94314 (2005).b P.L. Raston, W. Jäger, H. Li, R.J. Le Roy, and P.-N. Roy (2010, ms. in preparation).H. Li, P.-N. Roy and R.J. Le Roy (2010, ms. in preparation).


